Information from UK Department of Education
Will all students get their predicted grade?
No, we know that simply using predicted grades would not be fair to all students. The calculated grade will
take into account teachers’ assessment of the likely grade as well as other factors such as prior attainment,
so students’ final grades will not necessarily reflect their predicted grades.
Will schools be using mock exam results as a barometer for results – and is this fair on students as
they did not know at the time these would be used as their final mark?
Mock exam results will be one of the pieces of evidence that will be taken into account in this process,
alongside other factors. Ofqual will ensure schools are provided with clear guidance on how to do this fairly
and robustly.
Will universities/colleges/sixth forms accept these calculated grades?
The calculated grades awarded will be formal grades, with the same status as grades awarded in any other
year.
University representatives have already confirmed that they expect universities to be flexible and do all they
can to support students and ensure they can progress to higher education.
What if I am unhappy with my grade?
We will work closely with Ofqual and awarding organisations to ensure candidates are awarded a fair grade
that recognises the work they have put in. If a student does not believe the correct process has been
followed in their case they will be able to appeal on that basis. In addition, if they do not feel their calculated
grade reflects their performance, they will have the opportunity to sit an exam, as soon as is reasonably
possible after schools and colleges open again.
Will there be an opportunity to take exams this year if a student is unhappy with their grade?
We recognise that some students may feel disappointed that they have not been able to sit their exams. If
they do not feel their calculated grade reflects their performance, they will have the opportunity to sit an
exam, as soon as is reasonably possible after schools and colleges open again.
How will colleges, sixth-forms, universities cope with the fact that these students will have missed
out on some of their education?
These are extraordinary circumstances. We are working with schools, sixth forms, colleges and universities
to ensure that we do everything we can to best help students prepare for and progress to the next stage of
their education.
Might the exams be reinstated if the coronavirus is not as bad as expected?
No, the decision has been taken to cancel all exams this summer.
Full list of Q&A at this link

